At high DNA concentration, as found in the nucleus, DNA-binding proteins search for specific binding sites by hopping between separate DNA strands. Here, we use 15 Nz-exchange transverse relaxation optimized NMR spectroscopy to characterize the mechanistic details of intermolecular hopping for the multidomain transcription factor, human Oct-1. Oct-1 is a member of the POU family of transcription factors and contains two helix-turn-helix DNA-binding domains, POU HD and POUS, connected by a relatively short flexible linker. The two domains were found to exchange between specific sites at significantly different rates. The cotranscription factor, Sox2, decreases the exchange rate and equilibrium dissociation constant for Oct-1 >5-fold and Ϸ20-fold, respectively, by slowing the exchange rate for the POU S domain. DNAdependent exchange rates measured at physiological ionic strength indicate that the two domains use both an intersegmental transfer mechanism, which does not involve the intermediary of free protein, and a fully dissociative or jumping mechanism to translocate between cognate sites. These data represent an example of dissecting domain-specific kinetics for protein-DNA association involving a multidomain protein and provide evidence that intersegmental transfer involves a ternary intermediate, or transition state in which the DNA-binding domains bridge two different DNA fragments simultaneously. intermolecular translocation ͉ protein-DNA interaction ͉ 15 N2-exchange NMR spectroscopy ͉ domain-specific kinetics ͉ target searching
F
or Ϸ30 years biochemists have known that transcription factors locate their specific target sites faster than the simple three-dimensional diffusion-limited rate (1) , but the details for this search process are still largely unknown. Three mechanisms are believed to facilitate the target search process (2-4): sliding, jumping, and intersegmental transfer. Sliding involves initial nonspecific binding of the protein followed by one-dimensional diffusion along the DNA. In the case of jumping, the protein dissociates from the DNA, diffuses briefly in free solution, and then reassociates a short distance along the DNA. Finally, intersegmental transfer comprises direct translocation of the protein between distant sites (separated Ͼ150 bp) by binding transiently to two separate DNA fragments brought together by looping or chromosomal packing. This type of intermolecular exchange through a ''bridged'' complex is also known as ''direct'' transfer (5) (6) (7) .
Recent studies on sliding or jumping have provided insights into the kinetics (8, 9) , structural properties (10) , and relative populations (11) for these two facilitated-diffusion mechanisms. In comparison, less is known about intersegmental transfer, although recent theoretical studies predict that this mechanism significantly accelerates the target search process under conditions where the protein spends much of its time adsorbed on DNA, as is likely to be the case in vivo (5) . Prior intersegmental transfer studies treated the proteins globally, obscuring mechanistic details specific to protein regions or domains (12) (13) (14) . Here, we use 15 N z -exchange NMR spectroscopy (15) to characterize domain-specific details of intersegmental transfer for a multidomain transcription factor, namely the POU family protein, Oct-1. The POU proteins are key transcription regulators during mammalian development, and, in addition, they control many general cellular processes. For example, Oct-1 activates expression of the HoxB1 transcription factor during neural development (16) and also regulates cell growth, differentiation, and survival in many tissues throughout a human lifetime (17) . POU proteins have two DNA-binding domains: the specific domain known as POU S and a homeodomain called POU HD . These two helix-turn-helix motifs are connected by a flexible linker (Ϸ23 aa long) ( Fig. 1 A and B) and recognize specific binding sequences (red and blue lines above DNA A in Fig. 1B) .
Here, we present domain-specific kinetic data for protein-DNA association involving a multidomain transcription factor. The two tethered DNA-binding domains of Oct-1 translocate between high-affinity binding sites at significantly different rates. DNA-dependent data show that Oct-1 uses both jumping and intersegmental transfer mechanisms to exchange between its cognate sites. Together, these results provide evidence that intersegmental transfer involves a ternary intermediate or transition state in which the DNA-binding domains bridge two different DNA fragments simultaneously.
Results and Discussion
POUS Exchanges Between DNAA and DNAB Significantly Faster than POU HD. To measure how fast Oct-1 transfers between two highaffinity sequences, we used an experimental design similar to that described by Iwahara and Clore (18) . We changed 1 bp between the POU S and POU HD recognition sites in the HoxB1 promoter to create DNA A and 1 bp at the other edge of the POU HD recognition site to create DNA B (Fig. 1B) . These modifications minimally affect the affinity of Oct-1 for HoxB1 DNA, but they do change the 1 H-15 N chemical shifts for several backbone amide groups in the Oct-1⅐DNA A and Oct-1⅐DNA B complexes (referred to hereafter as complexes A and B, respectively).
Oct-1 binds extremely tightly to its cognate DNA sequences with equilibrium dissociation constants K diss ranging from 10 Ϫ11 to 10 Ϫ8 M (19) . Not surprisingly, the 1 H-15 N transverse relaxation optimized (TROSY) correlation spectrum for a 1:1 mixture of complexes A and B contains peaks from both binary complexes (Fig. 1C Left) , indicating that the apparent exchange rates for Oct-1 between complexes A and B are slow compared with the chemical shift time scale (k AB app and k BA app Ͻ Ͻ A Ϫ B Ϸ 300 s Ϫ1 ).
If the Oct-1 domains transfer between DNA A and DNA B (or vice versa) during a z-mixing period (Ͻ800 ms) inserted into the pulse scheme after 15 N t 1 evolution, exchange cross-peaks will be visible in a 1 H-15 N TROSY-based 15 N z -exchange experiment (20) . The z-mixing period includes an S scheme to eliminate the buildup of spurious semi-TROSY peaks (20) . At low salt concentrations (10 mM phosphate buffer), no cross-peaks were detected (data not shown). At physiological salt concentrations (150 mM NaCl), however, cross-peaks are clearly apparent for residues in both the POU S and POU HD domains (Fig. 1C Left) . This correlation between intermolecular exchange rate and ionic strength has been observed for both protein-DNA (10, 21) and protein-protein complexes (22) .
By varying the length of the z-mixing period and then fitting the cross-peak and autopeak intensities to the McConnell equations (23) describing a simple first-order exchange scheme [supporting information (SI) Fig. S1 A] , we determined the apparent exchange rates, k AB app and k BA app , for five Oct-1 residues: F54, S60, and L67 in POU S ; and K106 and R155 in POU HD (labeled spheres in Fig. 1 A) . These were the only Oct-1 residues with at least three well dispersed, analyzable auto-and crosspeaks in the 1 H-15 N TROSY-based 15 N z -exchange experiment. A plot of the apparent rates for these residues vs. temperature (25, 30 , and 35°C) clearly shows that the exchange rates segregate by domain (Fig. S2) . At all three temperatures, the average POU S exchange rate is 1.4-1.5 times faster than the average POU HD exchange rate. A two-way ANOVA with temperature and domain as factors indicates that the domain effect is significant (with P ϭ 0.01).
At each temperature, the data for the three POU S residues fit well to a single set of k AB app and k BA app rate constants, and the data for the two POU HD residues fit well to a significantly lower set of k AB app and k BA app rate constants. (Fig. 2 A and B, respectively) . In contrast, fitting the data from both domains to global k AB app and k BA app yields a poor fit with a value of 2.77 for 2 per degree of freedom.
Addition of the Coactivator Sox2 Slows Exchange Rates for Both POUS and POUHD. Eukaryotic transcription factors invariably act in concert with multiple cofactors to achieve cell-specific transcription regulation. For example, Oct-1 alone can stimulate transcription of the HoxB1 gene, but maximum transcription activity requires both Oct-1 and the cofactor Sox2 (shown in green in Fig.  1B ), which increases Oct-1-directed transcriptional activation by 40% (16) . To determine how cofactors affect the intermolecular transfer rates of Oct-1, we repeated the exchange experiments in the presence of Sox2 with longer DNA fragments that include the Sox2-binding site (Fig. 1B) . Sox2 dramatically decreases the translocation rates for both POU S and POU HD . No cross-peaks are detectable for either domain translocating between Oct-1⅐HoxB1⅐Sox2 ternary complexes (Fig. 1C Right) under identical conditions where crosspeaks are clearly visible for transfer between Oct-1⅐HoxB1 binary complexes (Fig. 1C Left) . Even at higher ionic strength and temperature (250 mM NaCl at 40°C), cross-peaks for POU S and POU HD in the ternary complexes are barely detectable at mixing times Ͼ150 ms (data not shown). Consistent with this change in kinetics, Sox2 also increases the affinity of Oct-1 for the HoxB1 promoter by almost 20-fold, decreasing K diss from 16.3 Ϯ 0.4 nM to 0.9 Ϯ 0.2 nM (Fig. S3) .
The minimum exchange rate measurable by 15 N z -exchange spectroscopy depends on longitudinal relaxation time 15 N-T 1 , with k min Ϸ 1/ 15 N-T 1 (15) . With a 15 N-T 1 Ϸ 1 s for Oct1⅐HoxB1⅐Sox2 at 37°C (data not shown), we estimate the exchange rate of Oct-1 between ternary complexes to be Ͻ1 s Ϫ1 and, therefore, at least 5-fold slower than the exchange rate between Oct-1⅐HoxB1 binary complexes. In the NMR structure of the Oct-1⅐HoxB1⅐Sox2 ternary complex, Sox2 contacts only the POU S domain of Oct-1 (24) . This structure, combined with our exchange data, shows that Sox2 kinetically traps Oct-1 at the HoxB1 promoter by slowing the transfer between DNA-specific sites of the faster POU S domain, thereby leading to a global decrease in the exchange rate of Oct-1. These data also indicate that the intermolecular transfer for the two domains is not completely independent but partially coupled, which is expected for tethered domains that bind to DNA with a small amount of cooperativity (⌬⌬G ϭ Ϫ1.6 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 ) (25) .
Activation Barrier for Intersegmental Exchange Is Enthalpic. Erying plots of the temperature-dependent apparent exchange rates (Fig. 2C ) estimate that the activation enthalpy (⌬H ‡ ) and activation entropy (T⌬S ‡ at 30°C) for the intermolecular exchange of Oct-1 are Ϸ22 and Ϸ5 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 , respectively. Therefore, the energetic barrier for the transfer of Oct-1 between high-affinity sites is primarily enthalpic, just as found for the intermolecular exchange for the single helix-turn-helix motif HoxD9 homeodomain (⌬H ‡ ϭ 17.1 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 and T⌬S ‡ ϭ 1.17 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 at 30°C) (20) . This finding is not surprising given that both POU domains and the HoxD9 homoedomain bind in the major groove ( Fig. 1 A) , which is typically associated with a negative enthalpy and a slightly positive entropy (26) .
Oct-1 Exchanges Between Binding Sites Using Both Jumping and
Intersegmental Transfer. DNA-binding proteins can translocate between specific sites, which are located either on two separate DNA fragments or far apart on a single piece of DNA, by using two mechanisms: (i) jumping or hopping that involves a fully dissociated protein as an intermediate (Fig. 3 Lower), and (ii) direct intersegmental transfer that involves a ternary intermediate, in which the protein binds simultaneously to two fragments of DNA (Fig. 3 Upper). Two possible ternary intermediates or transition states for Oct-1 intersegmental transfer are designated with yellow stars in Fig. 3 The apparent exchange rates for both POU S and POU HD scale linearly with free DNA concentration (all correlation coefficients r Ͼ 0.99 in Fig. 4) , indicating that Oct-1 must use the second-order intersegmental pathway to exchange between complexes A and B (Fig. 3 Upper) . However, this mechanism alone does not fully account for the DNA-dependent data because exchange via the intersegmental transfer mechanism is expected to be zero in the absence of free DNA. The intercepts of the regression lines in Fig. 4 clearly do not pass through the origin, indicating a contribution from the fully dissociative mechanism (Fig. 3 Lower) . A global fit to the time-dependent 15 N z -exchange data at all DNA concentrations simultaneously while optimizing domain-specific, second-order intersegment transfer rate constants together with global dissociation and association rate constants yields a 2 per degree of freedom of 0.9 (for model details, see Fig. S1B ). , all data for each domain were fit simultaneously, and the apparent first-order intermolecular exchange rates were determined. Examples of the measured cross-peak (solid diamonds) and autopeak (open squares and circles) intensities at 30°C together with the best-fit curves for residues from the POU S and POU HD domains are shown in A and B, respectively. The experimental data for the cross-peaks represent the average of the data for the two symmetryrelated cross-peaks. The calculated domain-specific rate constants at 30°C are shown above the graph. (C) Erying plots of the average apparent exchange rates for POU S (red) and POUHD (blue) at 25, 30, and 35°C and for POUHD at 18°C. Linear fits for the exchange rates from A to B (k AB app ) and from B to A (k BA app ) are shown as solid lines and dotted lines, respectively; activation enthalpies and entropies derived from the data are provided in Table 1 . Concluding Remarks. Here, we present domain-specific kinetic data for intermolecular translocation of a multidomain transcription factor between specific DNA-binding sites. Almost 25 years ago, Fried and Crothers (14) showed that the exchange rate for the lac repressor scaled linearly with free DNA concentration, indicating a direct intersegmental transfer mechanism. This work and a subsequent one on the glucocorticoid receptor (13) implied the existence of, but were unable to detect, different rates for specific dimeric subunits (on nonsymmetric DNAbinding sites) because only global dissociation rates could be determined by gel mobility shift assays. The 15 N z -exchange data presented here provide the means to measure distinct transfer rates for tethered domains of a transcription factor and, thus, demonstrate direct evidence for a transient intermediate in which the protein interacts specifically with two DNA fragments (Fig. 3 Upper, yellow stars). One biological function for the different intermolecular transfer rates of the POU S and POU HD domains may be to increase the efficiency of the Oct-1 target search process inside the nucleus. With a 1.5-fold faster exchange rate than POU HD , POU S could scan binding sequences on different DNA fragments, while POU HD remains in complex with a high-affinity sequence, ensuring that global Oct-1 exchange only occurs when POU S identifies another cognate binding site. The details of this search mechanism could potentially be characterized in future experiments by examining domain-specific interactions with nonspecific DNA by using paramagnetic relaxation enhancement to visualize transient interactions (10) .
The different exchange rates of the POU DNA-binding domains may also contribute to the fine tuning of cell-and tissue-specific transcription regulation by Oct-1. Even when Oct-1 acts in concert with other cofactors, subtle changes in the Oct-1 promoter sequence or binding affinity in vitro can have large effects on gene expression in vivo. For example, Oct-1 together with the GATA-1 protein represses transcription of the human fetal globin genes in adults (27, 28) . Only a single base pair mutation at the POU HD hemisite reduces the DNA-binding affinity of Oct-1 and results in the diseased phenotype (28) . In contrast, transcription activation of the HoxB1 gene by Oct-1 with Sox2 depends only on the integrity of the POU S -binding site (16) . Therefore, different kinetic parameters for the POU S and POU HD domains at particular promoters may result in differential transcription activation or repression by Oct-1 cofactors, depending on whether they target the POU S domain or POU HD domain.
Our data indicate that at physiological ionic strength (150 mM NaCl), Oct-1 uses both jumping (i.e., complete dissociation followed by reassociation) and intersegmental transfer (i.e., direct transfer without the intermediary of free protein) to exchange between high-affinity DNA-binding sites in vitro (Fig.  3) . At a free DNA concentration of 150 M, the fully dissociative pathway accounts for Ϸ25% of the apparent exchange rate for Oct-1 (Fig. 4) . In contrast, jumping did not contribute significantly to the exchange rate for the single helix-turn-helix homeodomain HoxD9 (18) . This difference is probably because, under the experimental conditions used, Oct-1 binds to the HoxB1 DNA promoter (K diss ϭ 16.3 nM) 10 times weaker than HoxD9 binds to its cognate DNA site (K diss Ͻ 1.5 nM), making the dissociative pathway for Oct-1 energetically comparable with the intersegmental transfer mechanism. In support of this conclusion, the Arrhenius-like equation
with k off Ϸ 5 s Ϫ1 at 30°C predicts an activation free energy (⌬G ‡ ) of Ϸ17 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 for full dissociation of Oct-1 from DNA, which is exactly the activation free energy we measured for the Oct-1 overall exchange process (Table 1) .
Because the data from both domains fit well to the same global dissociation constants (k off A and k off B ), the different exchange rates observed for POU S and POU HD (Fig. 2) must arise from an asymmetry in the intersegmental exchange pathway (Fig. 3 Upper). Expressed as isolated protein fragments, POU S and POU HD bind with significantly different affinities to promoter sites. For example, POU HD binds 150 times tighter than POU S Fig. 3 . Oct-1 exchanges between complexes A and B using two different mechanisms, intersegmental transfer and jumping. In the jumping mechanism (Lower), both POU domains fully dissociate from DNA A before binding to DNA B (and vice versa); under the experimental conditions used (see Results and Discussion and Fig. S4 ), the transfer rates between DNA-binding sites for the jumping mechanism are independent of DNA concentration and depend only on the global dissociation rate constants: k AB app ϭ k off A /2 and k BA app ϭ k off B /2 (for derivation, see Fig. S4 ). In the intersegmental transfer pathway (Upper), the POU domains interact simultaneously with two DNA fragments, creating two possible ternary intermediates or transition states (yellow stars); the apparent rate constants through this pathway are directly proportional to the free DNA concentrations. When both mechanisms are operative, the apparent rate con- Black lines represent the theoretical rate dependence on free DNA concentration obtained by simultaneously fitting all of the data for the two domains to a model comprising the intersegmental transfer mechanism in parallel with the jumping mechanism (as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. S1B ). Purple and black arrows point to the y intercepts, which equal k off A /2 and k off B /2, respectively.
to the human H2B histone promoter, which has a sequence similar to that of HoxB1 (25) . Therefore, the binary Oct1⅐HoxB1 DNA complexes are probably not static structures as seen in x-ray crystal structures (29, 30) but are possibly in rapid dynamic equilibrium with hemiassociated states, in which only one domain contacts the DNA. The detached domain would then be accessible to transfer directly to free DNA via the intersegmental pathway, forming a bridged complex or transition state as shown in Fig. 3 Upper (yellow stars). An asymmetry in the population of these two ternary intermediates (Fig. 3 Upper, yellow stars) or the two possible hemidissociated states may lead to the different transfer rates observed for POU S and POU HD (Fig. 2) . (Note that the kinetic scheme combining direct intersegmental transfer and jumping shown in Fig. S1B represents the simplest scheme required to account for the DNA concentration-dependent 15 N z -exchange data; the information content, however, in the time-dependent 15 N z -exchange data is insufficient to determine the much larger number of unknown parameters required to describe quantitatively more complex schemes explicitly including hemiassociated states or ternary intermediates.)
The intermolecular transfer mechanism presented here is likely applicable to many other important eukaryotic transcription factors that contain multiple DNA-binding domains connected by linkers, such as the Myb oncoproteins (31) and the Cys 2 His 2 zinc finger proteins (32) . All of these proteins have different linker lengths with various levels of structural order, so it will be interesting to determine how linker length and structure affect intermolecular transfer rates and mechanisms.
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation of Oct1⅐DNA Complexes. The POU DNA-binding domains, POUS and POUHD, comprising residues 1-176 of human Oct-1 and the HMG box domain of human Sox2 (residues 40 -123), were expressed and purified as described in ref. 24 . Oct-1 was uniformly labeled with either 15 N-13 C-2 H (for triple resonance experiments to confirm assignments) or 15 N-2 H (for the 15 Nz-exchange experiments). Oligonucleotides were purchased from Midland Certified Reagents or from the Yale University School of Medicine DNA Synthesis Laboratory (New Haven, CT). Single-stranded and duplex DNA fragments were purified by ion-exchange chromatography as described in ref. 18 .
Before mixing, Oct-1 and DNA were desalted by dialysis or gel-filtration chromatography into 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), 1 mM EDTA, and 3 mM DTT. Sox2 was dialyzed into 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5) and 1 mM EDTA. DNA and protein concentrations were measured from the absorbance at 260 and 280 nm, respectively. Concentrations were confirmed by gel-shift assays. All NMR samples were concentrated with an Amicon ultracentrifugal concentrator (3-kDa cutoff; Millipore Corporation) in buffer containing 5% D2O, 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), 10 mM DTT, and 1 ϫ Complete protease inhibitor (Roche). Unless indicated otherwise, 150 mM NaCl was added to the sample immediately before data collection.
For the temperature dependence study, the NMR sample contained 550 M U- Kdiss Measurements. Equilibrium dissociation constants (Kdiss) for Sox2 and Oct-1 at the HoxB1 promoter were obtained by following changes in fluorescence anisotropy of labeled DNA upon titration with protein as described in ref. 18 . For Oct-1 and Sox2 titrations, DNA was kept at 5 nM and 1.4 nM, respectively. Sox2 binding to HoxB1 increased the anisotropy significantly more than Oct-1 binding (Fig. S3 A and B) . We, therefore, determined the Kdiss for Oct-1 in the presence of Sox2 by measuring Kdiss for Sox2 in the presence of Oct-1 (Fig. S3B, filled circles) . We then calculated the effect of Sox2 on the Kdiss of Oct-1 by using a thermodynamic cycle (Fig. S3C) .
NMR Spectroscopy. All NMR data were recorded on a Bruker DRX 800-MHz spectrometer equipped with a z-gradient triple resonance cryoprobe, at 30°C, unless specified otherwise. Data were processed with NMRPipe (33) and analyzed using CARA (www.nmr.ch) or NMRDraw (33) . Backbone assignments for the Oct-1 POU domains (24) were confirmed with TROSY (34) versions of 3D HNCA, HNCO, and HN(CA)CO triple resonance experiments (35) . Exchange rates were measured with a TROSY version of a 2D 15 Nz-exchange 1 H-15 N correlation experiment incorporating an S scheme during the z-mixing period to eliminate the buildup of spurious semi-TROSY peaks (20) . For exchange experiments, at least eight different mixing times between 32 ms and 500 ms were used.
Fitting of Kinetic Data. All 15 Nz-exchange data were fit with the program FACSIMILE (36), using an approach similar to that described in ref. 18 . For the apparent translocation rates of individual Oct-1 residues (k AB app and k BA app ) autoand cross-peak intensities were fit simultaneously to differential equations describing the time dependence of the magnetizations of the auto-and cross-peaks (Fig. S1 A) by optimizing four parameters: k AB app , k BA app , R1 (longitudinal 15 N relaxation rates for complexes A and B), and a scale factor SA for complex A. The scale factor SB for complex B is given by SA(k AB app / k BA app ). At each temperature in Fig. 2C , data for all of the POUS residues (and similarly for all of the POUHD residues) were fit to one set of apparent k AB app and k BA app , but independent R1 and SA values were optimized for each residue. For example, for the POUS domain at 30°C, 63 data points (27 15 Nz-exchange data for S60 and K106 because these residues had cross-peak and autopeak intensities with significantly higher signal-to-noise than the other three residues at all five DNA concentrations. The 15 Nz-exchange data for these two residues provide 308 time-dependent intensities for fitting to 16 parameters. The data for both domains were fit simultaneously to a model incorporating both intersegmental and jumping pathways as shown in Fig. 3 . This scheme has global dissociation constants, k off A and k off B , and domain specific second-order rate constants, k AB S* and k BA HD* for exchange from A to B and k BA S* and k BA HD* for exchange from B to A (for details of the model, see Fig. S1 ).
